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The Department of Urban Planning and Design (http://urb.bme.hu/) of the Faculty of Architecture (http://architect.bme.hu/) at Budapest University of Technology and Economics (http://bme.hu/) promotes cooperation among Central and Eastern European (CEE) architectural doctoral institutions by building a network for future generations of scholars and academics to facilitate collaboration in their respective fields of urban research. Large-scale ensembles of modernity - results of post-WWII development - pose urban challenges on both sides of the Iron Curtain. DOCONF is a bi-annual doctoral conference series organized by the Department dedicated to this urban heritage in Central and Eastern Europe dividing this main theme into sub-topics such as mass housing neighborhood, urban fabric and landscape transformation, and urban space for reuse.

DOCONF17, the second conference in this series, provides a comparative overview of current doctoral research conducted at different doctoral schools of architecture. The invited chairs of the conference - university scholars, who are architects specialized in urban planning and design - all hail from CEE countries:

- Melinda BENKŐ PhD / Department of Urban Planning and Design, Budapest University of Technology and Economics, Hungary
- Alexandra DJUKIC PhD / Department of Urban Planning and Urban Design, University of Beograd, Serbia
- Bálint KÁDÁR PhD / Department of Urban Planning and Design, Budapest University of Technology and Economics, Hungary
- Anna Agata KANTAREK PhD / Institute of Urban Design, Krakow University of Technology, Poland
- Árpád SZABÓ DLA / Department of Urban Planning and Design, Budapest University of Technology and Economics, Hungary
- David TICHÝ PhD / Atelier Kohout, Faculty of Architecture, Czech Technical University in Prague, Czech Republic
- Lubica VITKOVA PhD / Institute of Urban Design and Planning, Slovak University of Technology in Bratislava, Slovak Republic

The 32 selected speakers of DOCONF17 – doctoral researchers, PhD candidates and post-doctoral researchers holding a doctorate degree for less than 5 years at the time of the conference – specialized in architecture, urban design, urban planning, landscape architecture or urban history represent fourteen European countries. In addition to theoretical questions, DOCONF17 seeks to find pragmatic approaches when responding to the new challenges of sustainability and when determining what kind of protection tool-kit can address large-scale ensemble problems. Our aim is to discover special similarities and dissimilarities within the Central and Eastern European physical and social environment, to discuss a wide range of research options, to highlight the importance of new ways of thinking about urban heritage in the CEE region. We are also interested in different research methodologies used in architectural doctoral studies: theoretical frameworks, comparative studies, morphological case studies, research by design methodology, etc. After the first and second conferences we know that we made an important step towards recognizing our common research field, reconciling our Central and Eastern European knowledge with that of the West and defining.
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Melinda Benkő PhD and habilitated in architecture, associate professor and Head of the Department of Urban Planning and Design at Budapest University of Technology and Economics (BME). Her research, teaching and professional activities focus on contemporary urban design in relation to sustainability and urban heritage – for example, the future of large prefabricated housing estates, energy efficient renewal of historic city centers, different aspects of public space design and use, etc. Ms. Benkő participates in international scientific and educational networks (Erasmus, REA, URBACT, COSTTU1203, Interreg) and plays heads workshops and conferences in Budapest (namely, 2010 Urban Renewal, 2012 Renouvellementurbaine, 2015 Design and Management for Safer Public Spaces, 2015 Housing Estates in V4, and Facing Post-war Urban Heritage in Central and Eastern Europe doctoral conference series).
PROGRAMME
6th October 2017
9:30 – 10:45
/ MASS HOUSING NEIGHBOURHOOD  
/ moderators: David TICHÝ (Cz) - Melinda BENKŐ (H) 

9:30 Jelica JOVANOVIĆ (A-Srb)
Mass Heritage of New Belgrade: HOUSING LABORATORY and so much more
9:45 Balázs GURDON (H)
The Changing Role of the Mass Housing Neighbourhoods in Shrinking Post-Socialist Industrial Cities
10.00 Antonić BRANISLAV (Dr. Eva VANIŠTA LAZAREVIĆ) (Srb)
Decentralised Housing Policy in Socialist Yugoslavia and its Imprint in Multi-family Neighbourhoods
10.15 Nevena NOVAKOVIC (Bih)
Configurational Approach to Revitalisation of Public Life in Mass Housing Neighbourhoods
10.30 Peter HORÁK (Sk)
Urban Fabric of Bratislava after 2nd World War

break
11:00 Tinatin GURGENIDZE (Ge)
The Post-Soviet Mass Housing Neighbourhood Gldani In Tbilisi
11:15 Florian FAURISSON (F)
Towards a Participative Renovation of Bulgarian Communist Housings
11:30 Natalia OTRISHCHENKO (Ukr)
(Re)defining Places for Community in Sykhiv Housing Estate
11:45 Marina CAREVIĆ, Ranka MEDENICA (Srb)
Functional Diversification of Post-war Neighbourhoods
12.00 Karol GÖRNER (Sk)
Slovak Housing Estates and the Accessibility of the Key Amenities

12:15 summary

14:00 – 15:30
/ URBAN FABRIC AND LANDSCAPE TRANSFORMATION 
/ moderators: Lubica VITKOVA (Sk) - Arpád SZABÓ (H)

14:00 Domonkos WETTSTEIN (H)
14:15 Zuzanna NAPIERALSKA (Pl)
Post-war Single Family Settlements from Wrocław: Analysis of their Urban Planning and Present State
14:30 Ana ŠPIRIĆ (Srb)
Industrial Geography in the Function of Industrial Landscape Transformation
14:45 Agnieszka M. WÓJCIK (Pl)
Rzeszów Landscape in Years 1945-1989
15:00 Iva Raič STOJANOVIĆ (Cr)
Parallel Approaches to Post-War Urban Reconstruction in Socialist Croatia
15:15 Nikolai VASSILIEV (Ru)
Sotsgorod in Post-war Soviet Urban Landscape
15:30 summary
16:15 – 18:00
/ URBAN SPACE FOR REUSE //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
/ moderators: Agata KANTAREK ( Pl ) - Árpád SZABÓ ( H ) //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

16:15 Lukáš KOS ( Cz )
Brno Regional Centre: „New Heart of the 20th Century City“
16:30 Ivana MARAŠ ( Srb )
Reclaiming the Square: the Right to Public Space
16:45 Senada Demirović HABIBIJA ( Bih )
Rethinking the Urban space - Case Study Mostar
17:00 Marija CVETKOMIĆ, Nikola DINKIĆ, Dr. Aleksandra DJUKIĆ, Dr. Jugoslav JOKOVIĆ ( Srb )
Post_Socialist Shopping Mall as New Gathering Places
17:15 Veronika VICHERKOVÁ ( Cz )
The Story of TRANSGAS: the Post-war Monument or a Building Plot
17:30 Gergely HORY ( H )
Ephemeral Metamorphosis of the City: Bulky Waste Collection in Budapest

17:45 summary

7th October 2017
9:00 – 12:00
/ DANUrB / HERITAGE //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
/ moderators: Aleksandra DJUKIC ( Srb ) - Bálint KÁDÁR ( H ) //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

9:00 Jelena MARIC, Dr. Aleksandra DJUKIC ( Srb )
Connecting Centre of Belgrade with Danube and Sava Riverfronts: to Increase Attractiveness
9:15 Regina BALLA ( H )
The Impact of Post-War Housing Development on Morphological Changes in Paks
9:30 Ján URBAN, Andrea LACKOVÁ ( Sk )
How (not) to Design a Landscape? Process of Planning Before, During, after the Waterworks
9:45 Stefan ŠKORIĆ, Aleksandra MILINKOVIĆ, Dijana BRKLJAČ ( Srb )
Reconnection Possibilities of Socialist Neighbourhoods to the Adjacent Danube River in Novi Sad
10:00 Borbála JÁSZ ( H )
Hidden Modernism: Architecture Theory of the Socialist Realist Gap

break

10:30 Nataliia MYSAK ( Ukr )
(Post-)ideological Mass Housing Landscape: in Search of Preservation Approaches
10:45 Romina DOKAJ, Dr. Anna YUNITSYNA ( Alb )
Palaces of Culture: Architectural Heritage of the Communist Period in Albania
11:00 Veneta ZLATINOVA-PAVLOVA ( Bg )
Post-War Urban Monuments: Exploring their Impact on the Publics Places in Bulgaria
11:15 Gábor TÓTH ( H )
The Nature of the Towers: the Ever-Changing Cityscape in Post-War Hungary
11:30 Vesna TOMIĆ ( Srb )
Chances for “Creative City” Turn – Planning Belgrade

11:45 summary
The unique experiment of socialist state in the second Yugoslavia (1945-1991) had a profound impact in housing policy. Differently than in other socialist countries, decentralisation played a significant role. Housing followed this policy - it was heavily decentralised to regional and local tier. Therefore, these tiers developed and used their own housing norms and standards and thereby had different spatial reflections on urban fabric across Yugoslavia. However, Yugoslavia was still based on socialist ideology. Accordingly, multi-family neighbourhoods were often built for proletariat in Yugoslavia as the most advanced housing type. But, the aforementioned policy also caused decentralisation-led patterns in housing at urban level – these neighbourhoods were more numerous, but also smaller in size and scattered throughout urban area. The aim of this paper is to explain this process and spatial outcomes in multi-family housing through relevant theory and multi-case study. The study is carried on 6 medium-size cities in the northern Serbian province of Vojvodina. They share similar historic and spatial development. Thus, they are an adequate “polygon” to research separate approaches in situ, caused by decentralised housing policy. It is expected that the research will embrace how these approaches were reflected in concrete cases and which spatial characteristics can be usable for current trends in Serbian cities.
The unique experiment of socialist state in the second Yugoslavia (1945-1991) had a profound impact in housing policy. Differently than in other socialist countries, decentralisation played a significant role. Housing followed this policy – it was heavily decentralised to regional and local tier. Therefore, these tiers developed and used their own housing norms and standards and thereby had different spatial reflections on urban fabric across Yugoslavia. However, Yugoslavia was still based on socialist ideology. Accordingly, multi-family neighbourhoods were often built for proletariat in Yugoslavia as the most advanced housing type. But, the aforementioned policy also caused decentralisation-led patterns in housing at urban level – these neighbourhoods were more numerous, but also smaller in size and scattered throughout urban area.

The aim of this paper is to explain this process and spatial outcomes in multi-family housing through relevant theory and multi-case study. The study is carried on 6 medium-size cities in the northern Serbian province of Vojvodina. They share similar historic and spatial development. Thus, they are an adequate “polygon” to research separate approaches in situ, caused by decentralised housing policy. It is expected that the research will embrace how these approaches were reflected in concrete cases and which spatial characteristics can be usable for current trends in Serbian cities.

Typical neighbourhood from late socialism in Sremska Mitrovica, Vojvodina, Serbia (Author: B. Antonić)
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Branislav Antonić / Бранислав Антонић
He is a PhD candidate and a researcher-assistant at national research project regarding housing development in Serbia. His scientific interests are urbanism and spatial planning, with focus on the planning of medium-size and small communities and urban dimension of housing, which he realises through research, pedagogical, and practical work. He has made more than 40 scientific contributions at international, regional and local level. He has been active in scientific cooperation, at many conferences and scientific meetings. As a coordinator or member of working team, he has been involved in more than 35 works relating to urban and spatial planning and urban design. Several of them have been awarded. Finally, he has been engaged as external assistant in 20 subjects of the faculty.

Professor: Dr. Eva Vaništa Lazarević
Rivers always had an important contribution to the forming of urban structure and identities of cities. Riverside settlements always possess prominent cultural and economic potentials that affect their urban shaping - Paks, the heavily industrialized Hungarian city on the Danube being no exception. For a long time trading and fishing activities using the river directly on a daily basis generated good job opportunities, which caused population growth that activated the housing market and attracted services. Architecture of riverside cities earlier followed the river form, in this way elements of the city orientated to the natural line of the embankment and had direct connection to the river bank to ensure the seamless flow of exchanging of goods and services. The 20th century fundamentally changed the urban structure of river cities. As the industrial sector that used increasing amounts of water in various ways further evolved many factories looked for places with direct access to the river or in the proximity where water could be transported through aqueducts. Using the river indirectly meant that city centers on rivers could be circumvented and industrial activity could be placed on the outskirts of cities. Nevertheless the river plays the same role in being an agent for mechanisms that affects both urban and demographic processes. During the 70’s the characters and morphology of cities completely changed via explosive growth. This industry-caused transformation, in the post 1989 era following the change of the socialist regime and the introduction of free-market economy and including the aftermath of the worldwide financial crisis of 2008 is looking for a new scope in the future urban progress. Paks is a prominent model of this special situation - given that it houses Hungary’s one and only nuclear power plant, an establishment that changed the structure of the whole city from 1967 on. This research is investigating how a 70’s large industrial development is able to mold morphology of this riverside city. As a city that started to be developed in the post WWII era, Paks gained a housing estate accommodating the workforce of the power plant, showcasing all of the usual service facilities that accompanied estates built during that time. In Paks, the post WWII heritage is determinant even today and plays an important role in how the city operates. The spatial formula of the building stock has definitely changed the city’s fabric. The focus of the research is on this spatial formula that defines Paks’ character today, in these trying times.
Housing Estate in Paks from Danube

REFERENCES
Dénesi, Ö. (1979). Egy születő új város: Paks
Fürstand, A. (2007). Térszintaktika a településkutatásban, doktori értekezés, (Budapest)

Regina Balla (born in 1991)
Regina Balla does her architect PhD at the Budapest University of Technology and Economics specialized in urban planning and development. She graduated from the BME in 2016. During her M.Sc. studies she worked as junior architect in different architecture offices and thanks to international scholarships she spent some months in an architecture studio in Madrid. But since 2013 she has participated in more scientific student conferences and competitions, where her retuning topic was prefabricated block of flats architecture. Accordingly in her PhD she examines sustainability of city blocks, especially prefabricated housing estates in small to mid-sized town. She is interested in, how can balance sustainability and quality of life, if it exists, how urban planning can help to merge these issues for a likable future city.
Political priorities in post-war Yugoslavia, like in other Central and Eastern Europe countries, have led to massive construction of residential areas in cities. These urban quarters were built upon modernist ideas, resulting in monofunctional residential zones – Novi Sad is among Yugoslav cities which witnessed such transformation. As the overall progress in former Yugoslavia has been delivered with delayed effects and consequences, the same characterization could be attributed to the process of urban development in Novi Sad. Conditions for intense expansion of Novi Sad were achieved only in sixties – almost twenty years after the end of the World War II. This paper discuss the mass housing neighbourhoods named Limans in Novi Sad with the specific case study of urban quarter named Liman 3, showing a good example of gradual functional diversification of neighbourhood since post-war period up to present days. Limans are urban quarters situated on left bank of the Danube river and in close proximity to the city centre. Typical morphology of these quarters is fully in line with the urban doctrine of the period in which it occurred. Residents were provided with enough sun, space and greenery, but not all outcomes were good. The older parts of Liman 3, are designed as so called dormitory neighbourhoods, common for the period of mass housing production and with negligible number of non-residential facilities. Only in the late 20th and early 21st century favourable conditions for the construction of significant number of non-residential facilities were created, which resulted in changing the relationship between the uses and functional balance. The research approach of the paper is based on combination of Space Syntax, Spacematrix and Mixed-use index tool, as well as on contextual analysis with the specific interest on societal and economical issues. Aim of the paper is to show how local circumstances joint with global influences, evident in the example of Liman 3 urban area, have induced transition from completely residential to moderately mixed-use neighbourhood during more than 40 years development period.
FUNCTIONAL DIVERSIFICATION OF POST-WAR NEIGHBOURHOODS

NOVI SAD CASE STUDY

Marina Carević / Ranka Medenica

PhD candidate / PhD student

Department of Architecture and Urban Planning, Faculty of Technical Sciences, University of Novi Sad, Serbia

www.arhns.uns.ac.rs
www.ftn.uns.ac.rs/n1386094394/faculty-of-technical-sciences
marinac@uns.ac.rs / ranka.medenica@uns.ac.rs

Political priorities in post-war Yugoslavia, like in other Central and Eastern Europe countries, have led to massive construction of residential areas in cities. These urban quarters were built upon modernist ideas, resulting in monofunctional residential zones – Novi Sad is among Yugoslav cities which witnessed such transformation. As the overall progress in former Yugoslavia has been delivered with delayed effects and consequences, the same characterization could be attributed to the process of urban development in Novi Sad.

Conditions for intense expansion of Novi Sad were achieved only in sixties – almost twenty years after the end of the World War II. This paper discuss the mass housing neighbourhoods named Limans in Novi Sad with the specific case study of urban quarter named Liman 3, showing a good example of gradual functional diversification of neighbourhood since post-war period up to present days.

Limans are urban quarters situated on left bank of the Danube river and in close proximity to the city centre. Typical morphology of these quarters is fully in line with the urban doctrine of the period in which it occurred. Residents were provided with enough sun, space and greenery, but not all outcomes were good. The older parts of Liman 3, are designed as so called dormitory neighbourhoods, common for the period of mass housing production and with negligible number of non-residential facilities. Only in the late 20th and early 21st century favourable conditions for the construction of significant number of non-residential facilities were created, which resulted in changing the relationship between the uses and functional balance.

The research approach of the paper is based on combination of Space Syntax, Spacematrix and the Mixed Use Index tool, as well as on contextual analysis with the specific interest on societal and economic issues. Aim of the paper is to show how local circumstances joint with global influences, evident in the example of Liman 3 urban area, have induced transition from completely residential to moderately mixed-use neighbourhood during more than 40 years development period.
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Marina Carević (born in 1984)
is a PhD candidate at the Department of Architecture and Urbanism, Faculty of Technical Sciences, University of Novi Sad, with a specific interest on the topic of mixed use development. She is a teaching assistant at the same Department at bachelor and master study programmes on the courses concerning urban planning and design and strategies and methods in urban design. During studies she was a holder of various scholarships, gained several awards for studying results and took part in exchange programs.

Ranka Medenica (born in 1985)
is a PhD student and teaching assistant at the Department of Architecture and Urban Planning, Faculty of Technical Sciences, University of Novi Sad (UNS), Serbia. She holds a diploma degree (BSc) in Sociology from Faculty of Philosophy, UNS (2010) and master degree (MSc) in Regional Development and Planning from Faculty of Technical Sciences, UNS (2013). Her fields of interest are related to the regional development and planning, European policies, sustainable development and spatial aspects of innovation and R&D. She is Erasmus Mundus scholarships holder and she spent one academic year in Centre for European Regional and Local Studies, University of Warsaw as PhD exchange student.
POST- SOCIALISTIC SHOPPING MALLS AS NEW GATHERING PLACES
CASE STUDY BELGRADE

Marija CVETKOVIĆ / Nikola DINKIĆ
PhD student / PhD student
Department of Urban Planning, Faculty of Architecture, University of Belgrade, Serbia
Faculty of Electronic Engineering, Department of Computer Science, University of Nis, Serbia
www.arh.bg.ac.rs / www.elfak.ni.ac.rs
marija.cvetk1@gmail.com / dinkicnikola@elfak.rs
Dr. Aleksandra DJUKIC / Dr. Jugoslav JOKOVIĆ
adjukic@afrodita.rcub.bg.ac.rs / jugoslav.jokovic@elfak.ni.ac.rs

The dominance of city streets and squares (markets), as primary retail agglomeration, is greatly reduced by construction of shopping malls. The numerous contents of the city center are disappearing along with the opening of the new shopping malls, which are taking the role of open public spaces. Furthermore, cities and their open public spaces are reflections of users changing needs. During the last two decades in Serbia, shopping centers are beginning to dominate the city center and its suburbs, as a visual sign and place for socialization and consumption. This paper explores the built environment of a shopping mall considering perception by its users and measures the intensity of users both in open public spaces and shopping malls. The aim of this paper is to compare the concentration of the users in the selected shopping malls built in New Belgrade and open public spaces in the city center and to compare the preferences consumers have towards shopping malls and public spaces, by determining theirs’ opinion on the (dis)advantages of the shopping malls over features of the city center. New Belgrade, post socialist residential area has been transforming into the multifunctional settlement and shopping malls attracted more users on its part of the river. The methodological frameworks of a research are questionnaires, surveys and method of mapping users on social maps (via social networks). Identity of shopping malls versus public places in Belgrade is observed through technical analyses and qualitative surveys using online and on site questionnaires, as well as study of social media (twitter). The target population of this study consisted of mostly young people with their families, due to the fact that they belong to the group of people who are active mall visitors, which was noted by observation in largest Belgrade shopping malls. A structured questionnaire was developed to measure the customers’ shopping motivation, both in the shopping mall and in the largest shopping city street in Belgrade, Knez Mihailova Street. The research also used the new developed software application Twitter search engine at University of Niš - Faculty of Electronic engineering which was developed during the PhD course “Advanced topics in data and knowledge engineering”. The aim was tracking and measuring the intensity of users in the monitored territory, testing the latest behavioral patterns of them. Twitter is one the most popular data sources for research because of its open network allowing access to information published through the platform. Summarizing and interpreting the collected data obtained the three groups of results: competitiveness of shopping mall with open public space with the focus on the main qualities, measuring the concentration of users both in shopping malls and open public spaces and suggestions for improvement of open public spaces. This research suggests that understanding experiences of contemporary urban change in public space requires a broader performative understanding of users’ needs and its qualities.
REFERENCES

Marija Cvetković (born in 1990 )
PhD student and Teaching assistant on Department of Urbanism, University of Belgrade - Faculty of Architecture since 2014. Participated in numerous architectural and urban competitions, co-author of 6 scientific papers in international conference papers on the issue of quality and identity of public and pseudo public spaces of the city.

Nikola Dinkić (born in 1990)
PhD student and researcher at Faculty of Electronic Engineering, University of Nis, Department of Computer Science, with the Scholarship of Serbian Ministry of Science from 2014. His research interests include Artificial intelligence, Geographic information systems, automated systems, Rich Internet Applications. He is co-author of 5 scientific papers in international or national conference papers on the problems of mining and analysing data generated by Twitter social network.

professors: Dr. Aleksandra Đukić and Dr. Jugoslav Jokovic
During the second half of the XX century Albania was a socialist country, which had influenced to its economic development, social and cultural life. Traces of this period can be seen today in urbanism and architecture of the country. The major development had occurred in the city centers, residential districts, and the most of the politically or culturally important buildings such as libraries, schools, banks, hospitals, municipality buildings and palaces of culture were constructed at that time. The palaces of Culture, as a typology, which was taken from Soviet Union, were supposed to generate social and cultural activities and became one of the most important buildings of the city. The study is focused on the architectural analysis of the palaces of culture in Tirana, Durres and Vlore. The aim of the work is to describe the architectural typology of the Palace of Culture, to distinguish the main principles of its spatial organization, to find similarities in the architectural design and in urban position of the buildings, to understand, how the specificity of the city had influenced to the building size, its functional program and design. The study is based on the site trips and the analysis of the archive drawings. The analysis of the three case studies is organized in several stages, starting from the comparison of the functional organization of the buildings, proceeding with the specific spaces, such as the concert hall and ending with the analysis of the architectural style of the building, its volumetrical composition, facade organization and materials. The three Palaces of Culture were constructed as the centres of social and cultural life of the cities, and even nowadays their initial meaning is preserved. The works gives an overview of the Palace of Culture building typology, and provides the set of the typical features, which can be adapted for the design of the building with similar functions.
During the second half of the XX century Albania was a socialist country, which had influenced its economic development, social and cultural life. Traces of this period can be seen today in urbanism and architecture of the country. The major development had occurred in the city centers, residential districts, and the most of the politically or culturally important buildings such as libraries, schools, banks, hospitals, municipality buildings and palaces of culture were constructed at that time. The palaces of Culture, as a typology, which was taken from Soviet Union, were supposed to generate social and cultural activities and became one of the most important buildings of the city. The study is focused on the architectural analysis of the palaces of culture in Tirana, Durres and Vlore. The aim of the work is to describe the architectural typology of the Palace of Culture, to distinguish the main principles of its spatial organization, to find similarities in the architectural design and in urban position of the buildings, to understand, how the specificity of the city had influenced to the building size, its functional program and design. The study is based on the site trips and the analysis of the archive drawings.

The analysis of the three case studies is organized in several stages, starting from the comparison of the functional organization of the buildings, proceeding with the specific spaces, such as the concert hall and ending with the analysis of the architectural style of the building, its volumetrical composition, facade organization and materials. The three Palaces of Culture were constructed as the centres of social and cultural life of the cities, and even nowadays their initial meaning is preserved. The works gives an overview of the Palace of Culture building typology, and provides the set of the typical features, which can be adapted for the design of the building with similar functions.
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Romina Dokaj
had graduated Master of Architecture program in Epoka University in Albania in 2016.

Anna Yunitsyna
currently works as assistant professor in Epoka University in Albania. Her particular interests of research are flexible housing and parametric design. She completed her PhD in Czech Technical University in Prague in 2014 and Master and Diploma in Architecture – in Germany (2010) and Russia (2007) consequently.
TOWARDS A PARTICIPATIVE RENOVATION OF BULGARIAN COMMUNIST HOUSINGS

Florian FAURISSON
PhD student
LRA Toulouse, ENSA Toulouse, France
www.lra.toulouse.archi.fr/lra / florian.faurisson@gmail.com

This PhD project takes place inside the scope of European architectural and urban renovation of modern housing in EU and inside the scope of the new laws about citizen participation to urban projects. It aims to interrogate the construction of renovation programs for communist housings in Bulgaria by leading an investigation of the patrimonial potential of those architectural and urban legacies, nowadays totally invisible in urban policies in Bulgaria. Nevertheless Bulgaria is not a well-known country in EU and it is really young compared to others European modern states. It is an historical and cultural crossroad between eastern and western Europe and also the Middle-Orient. Member of the EU since 2007, Bulgaria must face today three main challenges: a phenomenon of urban and human decay, the presence of communist heritages non-recognized in public policies and urban strategies and finally, a large stock of panel housings which needs to be renovated, with a population composed with 90% of owners. Facing those challenges, how to define participative renovation programs of communist housings in Bulgaria? I made the hypothesis that the definition of the concept of modern ordinary legacies can lead us to define the construction of participative renovation programs for communist housings in Bulgaria. Those modern ordinary legacies can be defined as the articulation between the historical study of the architectural and urban modernity in Bulgaria and the recognizing of spatial and social transformations in the microrayons. It helps us to define legacies as an articulation of contemporary and historical values which can guide the construction of renovation programs. During this research, our investigation method focused on Varna’s microrayons in Bulgaria. This method is based on a process of spaces destratification, a method using space analysis to study the designed space, the constructed and the appropriated space. This destratification process aims to build a knowledge on the contemporary transformations of communist heritages in Bulgaria, from private space to public space (in-between blocks spaces) passing by collective spaces. Participative and passive observations permit us to put the light on the transformations of communist housings in Bulgaria. My intervention will restore the origins of communist housing in Bulgaria, from 1945 to the late 80’s. It will focus on the designed spaces evolutions to understand the planification of Bulgarian cities during the second half of XXth century. It will also explore the constructed spaces, which are quite different from what has been planned to understand the distance between urban concept and material reality in Bulgaria. It will also put the light on the appropriated spaces, the spaces improved and transformed by inhabitants. It will finally leads us to define the frame of the concept of modern ordinary legacies and its application in a program of participative renovation in Troshevo, a microrayon of Varna between 2015 and 2016.
TOWARDS A PARTICIPATIVE RENOVATION OF BULGARIAN COMMUNIST HOUSINGS
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This PhD project takes place inside the scope of European architectural and urban renovation of modern housing in EU and inside the scope of the new laws about citizen participation to urban projects. It aims to interrogate the construction of renovation programs for communist housings in Bulgaria by leading an investigation of the patrimonial potential of those architectural and urban legacies, nowadays totally invisible in urban policies in Bulgaria.

Nevertheless Bulgaria is not a well-known country in EU and it is really young compared to others European modern states. It is an historical and cultural crossroad between eastern and western Europe and also the Middle Orient. Member of the EU since 2007, Bulgaria must face today three main challenges: a phenomenon of urban and human decay, the presence of communistheritages non-recognized in public policies and urban strategies and finally, a large stock of panel housings which needs to be renovated, with a population composed with 90% of owners.

Facing those challenges, how to define participative renovation programs of communist housings in Bulgaria? I made the hypothesis that the definition of the concept of modern ordinary legacies can lead us to define the construction of participative renovation programs for communist housings in Bulgaria. Those modern ordinary legacies can be defined as the articulation between the historic study of the architectural and urban modernity in Bulgaria and the recognizing of spatial and social transformations in the microrayons.

It helps us to define legacies as an articulation of contemporary and historical values which can guide the construction of renovation programs.

During this research, our investigation method focused on Varna's microrayons in Bulgaria. This method is based on a process of spaces destratification, a method using space analysis to study the designed space, the constructed and the appropriated space. This destratification process aims to build a knowledge on the contemporary transformations of communist heritages in Bulgaria, from private space to public space (in-between blocks spaces) passing by collective spaces. Participative and passive observations permit us to put the light on the transformations of communist housings in Bulgaria. My intervention will restore the origins of communist housing in Bulgaria, from 1945 to the late 80's. It will focus on the designed spaces evolutions to understand the planification of Bulgarian cities during the second half of XXth century. It will also explore the constructed spaces, which are quite different from what has been planned to understand the distance between urban concept and material reality in Bulgaria. It will also put the light on the appropriated spaces, the spaces improved and transformed by inhabitants. It will finally leads us to define the frame of the concept of modern ordinary legacies and its application in a program of participative renovation in Troshevo, a microrayon of Varna between 2015 and 2016.
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SLOVAK HOUSING ESTATES AND THE ACCESSIBILITY OF THE KEY AMENITIES
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Slovak cities, as well as the other cities in the eastern bloc, were marked by a post-war mass housing development. Housing estates, which have emerged practically until the early 90s, ignored the original urban structure, isolated themselves and declared their independence from the rest of the city. An effort to a strict functional segregation, however, caused their dependence on the traditional urban structure. Although the original planes of the housing estates usually proposed the development of the local centers with a relatively broad spectrum of amenities, these were, often under the pressure of solving housing problems, greatly reduced or unfinished. As is known, a functional mixing with an emphasis on the walking accessibility of the key amenities from the place of a residence is one of the important aspects of livable and sustainable neighborhoods. In this context, the question arises: To what extent do housing estates provide the basic functions necessary for the everyday life of their inhabitants? Are they in this respect truly self-sufficient or fail to fulfill their original ambitions? Answering this question is important not only in terms of the evaluation of the quality of these residential complexes, which still form the majority of the Slovak cities housing stock but also for setting strategies for the further development of housing estates (for example, intensification). The goal of the paper was to examine the current structure of settlements in terms of accessibility of the key amenities and the evaluation of the results from the perspective of the future development of housing estates. The research represents the part of dissertation thesis "Intensification of housing estates". The key amenities and optimal walking distances (radius of accessibility) were defined by comparing existing researches and recommendations. The research was carried out within 18 selected housing estates of varying size, nature and location of buildings within the city of Banská Bystrica (county city in Central Slovakia). Within the territory of housing estates, the overall coverage by key amenities (percentage of the territory of the individual housing estate with access to all key amenities in walking distance), the average percentage of coverage of key amenities and percentage of coverage of selected key amenities were assessed. The results of the research demonstrate a large diversity of housing estates in terms of accessibility of key amenities and their relation to other features of housing estates.
The overall coverage by key amenities within the city of Banská Bystrica
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THE CHANGING ROLE OF THE MASS HOUSING DISTRICTS IN SHRINKING POST-SOCIALIST INDUSTRIAL CITIES
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The historical cities of Central and Eastern Europe suddenly grew into big industrial towns in the socialist era. The artificial industrialization caused a rapid increase of the population, and great mass housing neighbourhoods were built around the historical city centre. After the fall of Communism the industrial crash went hand in hand with the dramatic decrease of the population in a lot of cities. The research presents three historical industrial cities of the region: Brașov, Miskolc, Rostock, of which population was constantly shrinking and, according to the forecasts, this trend will not be reserved in the next decades. In these cities this shrinkage is so great (15-35 %), that the rate of the decrease will be critical. The statistics show that the shrinkage is typical mainly in the mass housing districts. These selected cities have special structures, i.e. their urban corpuses were shaped unsymmetrically for some reason. They grew excessively in one direction, so their populations’ centre of gravity are located far from the city centre. In these situations, the access paths are much longer between the historical centre and the mass housings, than in similarly large cities which grown in every direction. The research focuses on the potential connection between the distance of the mass housings from the city centre, the scale of the decrease of the mass housing population, and the average property prices. The experience shows that when complaining mass housings closer and further from the city centre, there is a significant difference in terms of the property prices, but the rate of the population decrease is similar. These districts are abandoned without any intervention parallel and this situation is irrational and uneconomical. For the sake of sustainability, it will be inevitable to prioritize when planning reconstructions of these areas. The solution to this problem can be the spatial contraction of these cities to a more compact shape in the future.
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The historical cities of Central and Eastern Europe suddenly grew into big industrial towns in the socialist era. The artificial industrialization caused a rapid increase of the population, and great mass housing neighbourhoods were built around the historical city centre. After the fall of Communism the industrial crash went hand in hand with the dramatic decrease of the population in a lot of cities.

The research presents three historical industrial cities of the region: Brașov, Miskolc, Rostock, of which population was constantly shrinking and, according to the forecasts, this trend will not be reserved in the next decades.

In these cities this shrinkage is so great (15-35 %), that the rate of the decrease will be critical. The statistics show that the shrinkage is typical mainly in the mass housing districts. These selected cities have special structures, i.e. their urban corporuses were shaped unsymmetrically for some reason. They grew excessively in one direction, so their populations' centre of gravity are located far from the city centre. In these situations, the access paths are much longer between the historical centre and the mass housings, than in similarly large cities which grown in every direction. The research focuses on the potential connection between the distance of the mass housings from the city centre, the scale of the decrease of the mass housing population, and the average property prices. The experience shows that when complaining mass housings closer and further from the city centre, there is a significant difference in terms of the property prices, but the rate of the population decrease is similar.

These districts are abandoned without any intervention parallel and this situation is irrational and uneconomical. For the sake of sustainability, it will be inevitable to prioritize when planning reconstructions of these areas. The solution to this problem can be the spatial contraction of these cities to a more compact shape in the future.

The importance of the position of the mass housing neighbourhoods in the whole urban corpus photo: GoogleEarth
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"So, the aim of that work is to say that architecture is not merely an expression, a mirror, a symbol of a given society or given social structures: it is their »medium«. It has a social activity or positivity." (Delitz 2010) The main question of this work explores the influences and interrelations between the built space and living environs residing in (Post) Soviet Micro Districts (Micro Rayons). The work concentrates on the periphery settlement Gldani that was built during 1970’s and 1980’s in Tbilisi in former Soviet Georgia. Questioning the expression of the society reflected on the physical environment during the transition period after the break up of the Soviet Union. This work intents to document the visible and invisible changes in the physical environment of the Gldani neighborhood, during the transition period from planned to market economy. The thesis discusses the processes of change affecting the Gldani residents and tries to understand the way they have adopted to their living space. The history of the neighborhood goes back to 1970’s when the Georgian architect Teimuraz Bochorishvili finished planning the Gldani district. Along with other periphery settlements of the same kind, Gldani also served as a political decision from the soviet Government to encounter housing shortage in the former USSR and give each person a place to live. The majority of the inhabitants who settled in Gldani were workers, from different regions of Georgia who came to Tbilisi to work in factories. Looking to a present day Gldani, which exists in a new country and in a completely different system many radical changes can be observed. The society, which has already formed in the soviet times, found itself in a new reality in a new system and dealt with new challenges. The most significant events to be observed occur in the transformation period in which the state has less control and produce almost anarchical situations. The (Post) Soviet society that is still in constant change institutes itself through reshaping it’s public and private spaces. New self- made constructions appear on the facades and in patios of soviet blocks. It has to be mentioned that in 1989 the soviet government of Georgia has permitted construction of vertical extensions or sometimes called, “vertical slums” on the multi-storey buildings consequences of which is also clearly visible on Gldani’s blocks today.METHODS /Gldani and its residential blocks will be taken as a major case study for the research. The expression of societal change reflected on the built environment will be investigated in order to understand the relationships between lived and built space and their mutual influences. Methods include, the examination of the private space of the residents with the realization of detailed interviews with them and documenting the changes done in their living areas. On the other hand the visible changes will be documented, these include the external extensions on the residential blocks as well as separate objects like garages.
So, the aim of that work is to say that architecture is not merely an expression, a mirror, a symbol of a given society or given social structures: it is their »medium«. It has a social activity or positivity.” (Delitz 2010)

The main question of this work explores the influences and interrelations between the built space and living environs residing in (Post) Soviet Micro Districts (Micro Rayons). The work concentrates on the periphery settlement Gldani that was built during 1970’s and 1980’s in Tbilisi in former Soviet Georgia. Questioning the expression of the society reflected on the physical environment during the transition period after the break up of the Soviet Union.

This work intents to document the visible and invisible changes in the physical environment of the Gldani neighborhood, during the transition period from planned to market economy. The thesis discusses the processes of change affecting the Gldani residents and tries to understand the way they have adopted to their living space. The history of the neighborhood goes back to 1970’s when the Georgian architect Teimuraz Bochorishvili finished planning the Gldani district. Along with other periphery settlements of the same kind, Gldani also served as a political decision from the soviet Government to encounter housing shortage in the former USSR and give each person a place to live. The majority of the inhabitants who settled in Gldani were workers, from different regions of Georgia who came to Tbilisi to work in factories.

Looking to a present day Gldani, which exists in a new country and in a completely different system many radical changes can be observed. The society, which has already formed in the soviet times, found itself in a new reality in a new system and dealt with new challenges. The most significant events to be observed occur in the transformation period in which the state has less control and produce almost anarchical situations. The (Post) Soviet society that is still in constant change institutes itself through reshaping its public and private spaces. New self-made constructions appear on the facades and in patios of soviet blocks. It has to be mentioned that in 1989 the soviet government of Georgia has permitted construction of vertical extensions or sometimes called, “vertical slums” on the multi-storey buildings consequences of which is also clearly visible on Gldani’s blocks today.

METHODS

Gldani and its residential blocks will be taken as a major case study for the research. The expression of societal change reflected on the built environment will be investigated in order to understand the relationships between lived and built space and their mutual influences. Methods include, the examination of the private space of the residents with the realization of detailed interviews with them and documenting the changes done in their living areas. On the other hand the visible changes will be documented, these include the external extensions on the residential blocks as well as separate objects like garages.
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Tinatin lives and works in Berlin. She has studied Architecture and Urban Design in Tbilisi and Barcelona. Currently she is working on her PhD thesis concerning the (post) soviet mass housing settlement Gldani that is located in Tinatin’s hometown Tbilisi. Tinatin’s work concentrates on the sociological approach towards architecture and urban space, in her work she tries to understand what has happened with the neighbourhood Gldani in the transition period after Georgia became an independent country from Soviet Union.
If ambitious manifesto of modernism of the 20th century, that “form follows function” we paraphrase the way that “form follows fiction” what would we get? It would be completely new area and quality of the space and architecture that surrounds us. This paraphrased thought opens new doors as if “form” followed „fiction” about architecture of the cities we could think as about the universe of stories told by people who live there. Fiction opens a new dimension in which the city could be seen as a psychological process. Knowing the truth about how in one human life so little belongs to "us", shows the depth of the stability of the city that in one human lifetime cannot be exhausted. Only fiction can help the process of survival of the city and so the same city continues its life in a new light! Using multi-criteria analysis we numerically evaluate all the alternatives according to several criteria that are directly connected to previously designated setting. Analyses could be used to determine the most appropriate classification opportunities or simply to distinguish acceptable and unacceptable possibilities so that limited number of opportunities enters into the next stage for a detailed assessment. The aim of this paper is to propose a series of initiatives, studies and scenarios that will enable the city center of Mostar to function more smartly. It adopts the premise that physically smarter city will provide the canvas upon which business, social, cultural and educational conditions can flourish together with improved environmental sustainability which refers to the “new” light and the continuity of the city life.
If ambitious manifesto of modernism of the 20th century, that “form follows function” we paraphrase the way that “form follows fiction” about architecture of the cities we could think as about the universe of stories told by people who live there. Fiction opens a new dimension in which the city could be seen as a psychological process. Knowing the truth about how in one human life so little belongs to “us”, shows the depth of the stability of the city that in one human lifetime cannot be exhausted. Only fiction can help the process of survival of the city and so the same city continues its life in a new light!

Using multi-criteria analysis we numerically evaluate all the alternatives according to several criteria that are directly connected to previously designated setting. Analyses could be used to determine the most appropriate classification opportunities or simply to distinguish acceptable and unacceptable possibilities so that limited number of opportunities enters into the next stage for a detailed assessment.

The aim of this paper is to propose a series of initiatives, studies and scenarios that will enable the city center of Mostar to function more smartly. It adopts the premise that physically smarter city will provide the canvas upon which business, social, cultural and educational conditions can flourish together with improved environmental sustainability which refers to the “new” light and the continuity of the city life.

Mostar as Nano-technology centre in 2035 – A new vision of urban space reuse
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The urban fabric development of capital of Slovakia after world wars reflects two main political and economic systems. The first represents a centrally planned economy controlled by the state, in the time of socialism during years 1945 to 1989. The second is a free-market economy known as capitalism, which has come after 1989 and still continues. These two factors shaped the most of Bratislava townscape which can be seen today. In Slovakia, socialistic tendencies of building fast and effectively on extensive land areas with regulated planning culminated into aversion to this regime. This extreme, applied for decades, replaced another extreme, where the power held investors and the planning of the city became secondary. The first regime mainly represented its power by building a massive amount of the residential areas by repeating few types of buildings. This led to construction of more than 2000 ha of mass housing areas. An exception were unique buildings but still subordinated to socialistic typology. The second regime disrupted previous tendencies and the power moved from the state to hands of private investors. Because of unfavourable economic situation after 1989, the heritage of massive residential areas stayed as a part of city with intensions of rebuilding it. Negative aspects were slow reactions of city plan to actual situation, what deepen some problems of existing monofunctional areas. With higher prices of land and repressed planning principles, it also reflected into construction of high stories buildings, placed not-conceptually in existing urban fabric. The article monitors development of urban fabric and water areas through decades, catching every 10 years stage of development with main description to relations of current city planning, economic and political situation. At the end are defined main positive and negative aspects of city and its planning. Proposed are solutions, which can harmonize impacts of two extremes, represented by opposing socialism and capitalism from the perspective of city planning. Those are, for example, creation of subcenters, main city concept, more detailed planning documentations, 3D scheme of the city, ecological and economically favourable designs.
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This paper presents an investigation into the ephemeral transformation of the everyday use of public space during the annual bulky waste collection on the streets of Budapest. Since 1972 the public domain maintenance company of the city has been offering its service of collecting unused pieces of furniture, electric devices and other waste unsuitable for regular disposal free of charge at a previously designated date. This is the time every year when streets are suddenly turned into dumpsites. The presence of discarded objects alter the perception of streets, however objects themselves are changed as well by placing them outside of apartments: objects that are usually associated with the interior and private ownership now occupy outdoor public space and their status of being owned practically ceases. The ritual of disposal and their new context of being in public domain detour objects form their original meaning. However, this is only the beginning of a series of transformations: heaps of waste suddenly turn to be treasure troves for people with various interests. Throughout the article three types of users will be differentiated: tourists, hobbyists, and professionals. Tourists are people, who walk on the streets covered with waste only due to curiosity and pleasure. They find fun in the unconventional situation. Hobbyists are scavengers, who try to find things for personal use. Professionals are organized groups, equipped with special tools and vans, who systematically look through garbage in search of things that can be sold. For them this activity is a work for a living. Members of this group contesting each other for territories that result in the informal privatisation of different parts of the streets. “Guards” start to occupy and appropriate sites. Heaps of waste is transformed from a collection of free hidden treasures to informal private areas, where professional scavengers have priority to collect valuable objects. Others can only get access to anything if they buy them from the “guards”. Sites of waste area transformed to unintentional shops and the whole bulky waste collection process into an informal bazaar. The operation of these three user groups shapes the ephemeral event-based architecture of the streets covered with waste. Bulky waste collection in Budapest is a post-war urban heritage that seasonally suspends conventional usage patterns of the city and replaces them with a completely different one, whose rules remain unknown for local users. The article will investigate the relationship of this unintended usage with the existing physical environment. On-site data was collected during 2016 and 2017 for the research in various districts of Budapest that is intended to serve the exploration of the phenomena and helps the spatial analyses of the bulky waste collection’s ecosystem.
This paper presents an investigation into the ephemeral transformation of the everyday use of public space during the annual bulky waste collection on the streets of Budapest. Since 1972 the public domain maintenance company of the city has been offering its service of collecting unused pieces of furniture, electric devices and other waste unsuitable for regular disposal free of charge at a previously designated date. This is the time every year when streets are suddenly turned into dumpsites. The presence of discarded objects alter the perception of streets, however objects themselves are changed as well by placing them outside of apartments: objects that are usually associated with the interior and private ownership now occupy outdoor public space and their status of being owned practically ceases. The ritual of disposal and their new context of being in public domain detour objects form their original meaning. However, this is only the beginning of a series of transformations: heaps of waste suddenly turn to be treasure troves for people with various interests. Throughout the article three types of users will be differentiated: tourists, hobbyists, and professionals. Tourists are people, who walk on the streets covered with waste only due to curiosity and pleasure. They find fun in the unconventional situation. Hobbyists are scavengers, who try to find things for personal use. Professionals are organized groups, equipped with special tools and vans, who systematically look through garbage in search of things that can be sold. For them this activity is a work for a living. Members of this group contesting each other for territories that result in the informal privatisation of different parts of the streets. "Guards" start to occupy and appropriate sites. Heaps of waste is transformed from a collection of free hidden treasures to informal private areas, where professional scavengers have priority to collect valuable objects. Others can only get access to anything if they buy them from the "guards". Sites of waste area transformed to unintentional shops and the whole bulky waste collection process into an informal bazaar. The operation of these three user groups shapes the ephemeral event-based architecture of the streets covered with waste.

Bulky waste collection in Telepy street, 1975. photo: Fortepan - Bán Tamás
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Restructured power relations in countries of East-Central Europe after WW2 also left their mark on architecture. Historical forms returned to the language of architecture after classical modernism of the interwar period. The Soviet worldview was the dominant ideological system with a motto: “socialist by content, national by form”. A specific type of building of the era was resulted in the neoclassical façade, and modernist structure below the surface: party houses, university buildings and complete Potemkin cities were built this way. The era of Socialist Realism was held there in the 1950s only. After that a new age emerged: the era of house blocks. In 1954 the Khrushchevian architectural turn with their house block systems was a renewal of the classical modernist architecture theory, which was based on a scientific method of building. The experimental housing estates were built by involving science. This was the common ground of an international approach of the age. In my paper I will argue that the ideology of house factories is exactly the return to the classical, science based modernist tendencies of architecture theory in the interwar period. Historical forms returned to the language of architecture with the Marxian worldview, but the Khrushchevian architectural turn grounded a new way of architectural thinking within social responsibility in the 1960s. This was the age of house factories and house blocks, and it was based on scientific planning and the fight against individualism. There are lots of similarities between the city of the first machine age and the socialist house block system. The 'machinised city' is called Le Corbusier’s Villa Radieuse, where the districts and methods of usage worked together. The ideal block house was a type of Unite d’Habitation, which opened the door for the style of new brutalism, a result of which was the functional and objective socialist house block made of concrete. Scientifically calculated rooms in a house were properly attributed to methods of usage by habitants who are the users. In my paper first I will focus on the façadism of Socialist Realism in the architecture of East-Central Europe. Second I will explain that architectural tendencies of classical modernism did not disappear in this period, they were just hidden in case of public buildings or migrated to the industrial planning. Third I will claim that after this Socialist Realist gap, architectural theory and planning tendencies of the interwar period – especially the work of Le Corbusier – returned and continued.
Restructured power relations in countries of East-Central Europe after WW2 also left their mark on architecture. Historical forms returned to the language of architecture after classical modernism of the interwar period. The Soviet worldview was the dominant ideological system with a motto: "socialist by content, national by form". A specific type of building of the era resulted in the neoclassical façade, and modernist structure below the surface: party houses, university buildings and complete Potemkin cities were built this way. The era of Socialist Realism was held there in the 1950s only. After that a new age emerged: the era of house blocks.

In 1954 the Khrushchevian architectural turn with their house block systems was a renewal of the classical modernist architecture theory, which was based on a scientific method of building. The experimental housing estates were built by involving science. This was the common ground of an international approach of the age.

In my paper I will argue that the ideology of house factories is exactly the return to the classical, science based modernist tendencies of architecture theory in the interwar period. Historical forms returned to the language of architecture with the Marxian worldview, but the Khrushchevian architectural turn grounded a new way of architectural thinking within social responsibility in the 1960s. This was the age of house factories and house blocks, and it was based on scientific planning and the fight against individualism.

There are lots of similarities between the city of the first machine age and the socialist house block system. The 'machinised city' is called Le Corbusier's Villa Radieuse, where the districts and methods of usage worked together. The ideal block house was a type of Unite d'Habitation, which opened the door for the style of new brutalism, a result of which was the functional and objective socialist house block made of concrete. Scientifically calculated rooms in a house were properly attributed to methods of usage by habitants who are the users.

In my paper first I will focus on the façadism of Socialist Realism in the architecture of East-Central Europe. Second I will explain that architectural tendencies of classical modernism did not disappear in this period, they were just hidden in case of public buildings or migrated to the industrial planning. Third I will claim that after this Socialist Realist gap, architectural theory and planning tendencies of the interwar period – especially the work of Le Corbusier – returned and continued.

New architecture, new society. photo: Fortepan
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Central zone of New Belgrade and other sites of the area have either been under tentative protection or are protected by the law of Republic of Serbia, and slowly is gaining this long awaited canonical status of cultural property (in Serbian: kulturno dobro). However, this good news has often been overshadowed by the desperation among the professionals, the fear among the flat owners and the fury among politicians: the first because they grasp the scale of the job-to-be-done, the last because it interferes with their hopes and wishes, and the second because they are stuck between the first and the third group. This whirlpool of interests shows many, on the first sight hidden properties of New Belgrade, that stretch far beyond the oversimplified Triade of values of this city within the city: the narratives of ‘the unbuilt capital of Yugoslavia’, ‘the largest dormitory of Belgrade’ and ‘the unrestrained modernist playground’. I would like to offer other points and value nods to these that are the most frequently used, and to try and describe the complexity of the integrative efforts to the emergence of this new city, as well as the omitted and overlooked aspects to its reconstruction, deregulation and “failure”. The focal point of the paper will be the emergence, the use and the disappearance of the prefabricated housing. The history of New Belgrade can be delivered through history of peculiar Yugoslav housing prefabrication, the path less travelled. Through the timeline of the technological experimenting and advancements one could narrate decade by decade of the leap to the left side of the Sava River. The narration could be roughly divided into four major periods, based on the technological advancements. The period of the ‘rope and stick’ of the 1950’s coincided with the establishment of the institutional framework and major political, fiscal and administrative shifts and crisis. The period of expansive industrialization, enthusiastic integration and overwhelming experimentation in the 1960s is the most fruitful and most productive period, with the largest built stock. This is the period from which the dissolution of the ‘working system’ stems: the industrial pauperization of the 1970’s that led to the deregulation and corporatism in the 1980s, that we still live in today.
The view of New Belgrade from Brankova Street: in the focus is the Block 21 in construction (buildings S1-6 and B8 & B9) to the right Federal Executive Council, to the left Old Fairground. cca. 1965. source: collection of Miloš Jurišić
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The absence of new urban facilities and an obsolete retail network in the centre of the city led to the thought of building a new shipping centre in Brno in the early 1960’s. Several possible alternative versions of this project were the created in the cooperation of the Department of the Chief Architect and the Brno State Project Institute for Commerce. The realization of the centre was supposed to meet the ever-growing consumer requirements in the area of commerce as well as to offer local inhabitants the possibility to spend their free time. The chief architects of the centre Zdeněk Řihák, Ivan Ruller, Jindřich Kumpošt jr. rose to the occasion in an exemplary way. In addition to their own invention invested in the project, they took inspiration from the architecture of department stores and shopping centres in Sweden which were to for instance to show the ways of how to take best advantage of the spatial layout of individual business units of the centre, so that inspiration from France and following the recommendations of Jaromír Sirotek, the authors also included housing units to bring even more life into the designed space. Brno regional centre was to become an almost perfect example of spatial architecture in our country, where all its operational functions – urban facilities, transport, housing, technical facilities and natural elements – would coexist as well as possible and fulfill their tasks. The theoretical aspects of “city centres”, their growth, and redevelopment were studied by the employees of the Research Institute for Building and Architecture in Brno, mainly by architect Karel Strejc, as attested to by his excellent theoretical work. This also became an important basis for the planning of Brno regional centre. Sadly, the centre was never built due to the adverse circumstances brought about by the Soviet occupation in 1968.
The absence of new urban facilities and an obsolete retail network in the centre of the city led to the thought of building a new shipping centre in Brno in the early 1960’s. Several possible alternative versions of this project were created in the cooperation of the Department of the Chief Architect and the Brno State Project Institute for Commerce. The realization of the centre was supposed to meet the ever-growing consumer requirements in the area of commerce as well as to offer local inhabitants the possibility to spend their free time. The chief architects of the centre Zdeněk Řihák, Ivan Ruller, Jindřich Kumpšt jr. rose to the occasion in an exemplary way. In addition to their own invention invested in the project, they took inspiration from the architecture of department stores and shopping centres in Sweden which were to for instance to show the ways of how to take best advantage of the spatial layout of individual business units of the centre, so that inspiration from France and following the recommendations of Jaromír Sirotek, the authors also included housing units to bring even more life into the designed space.

Brno regional centre was to become an almost perfect example of spatial architecture in our country, where all its operational functions – urban facilities, transport, housing, technical facilities and natural elements – would coexist as well as possible and fulfill their tasks. The theoretical aspects of “city centres”, their growth, and redevelopment were studied by the employees of the Research Institute for Building and Architecture in Brno, mainly by architect Karel Strejc, as attested to by his excellent theoretical work. This also became an important basis for the planning of Brno regional centre. Sadly, the centre was never built due to the adverse circumstances brought about by the Soviet occupation in 1968.

An Architectural Model of Brno Regional Centre (1968)
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The city is a place of creation and acquisition of culture, an urban conglomerate with the most important economic and social role, where political life and different ideologies are formed and developed. The character of the city, and thus society, is largely determined by its public spaces that provide the quality and dynamics of everyday urban life. In Novi Sad, as in most other cities in Serbia, as a consequence of rapid post-war rebuilding and reconstruction of country as well as accelerated urbanization, one of the most important elements of urban morphology – public square is mainly ignored and neglected. This policy continued to this day and therefore squares in Novi Sad are usually deprived of identity, core values and characteristics, and for many years represent transit non-places separated from city life. In this way, Novi Sad inevitably loses its best features so typical for the city and urban lifestyle, which are firstly manifested in the public space where communication takes place. The aim of this paper will be directed towards the affirmation of (unused) opportunities and potentials of The Galleries Square in Novi Sad, with a desire to contribute to the articulation of a vision of what this urban space should and could possibly become. As well as a significant number of other open public spaces in Novi Sad, The Galleries Square has been transformed into the traffic area, and consequently important public buildings that are surrounding it, can’t correlate with it. The Galleries Square, whose physical structure is formed by three museum objects, is only used as a parking space, and such neglect of its primary and most important function, had multiple negative impacts on the museums. Although The Galleries Square has been cancelled and disputed as the place where the urban way of life unfolds, its unique urban and program context opens up the possibility for its activation, which would result in the presence and active participation of citizens in the everyday life of the museums and vice versa. The urban environment can, in various ways, generate and encourage inventiveness and creativity, and by using different means and methods, public spaces of cities are transformed into polygons for artistic actions and interventions. The Galleries Square is identified as a public space of Novi Sad, which represents a potential, i.e. a logical place for artistic activities, and the re-appropriation of this city space would signify an important step towards the conquest of space in culture and society.
The city is a place of creation and acquisition of culture, an urban conglomerate with the most important economic and social role, where political life and different ideologies are formed and developed. The character of the city, and thus society, is largely determined by its public spaces that provide the quality and dynamics of everyday urban life. In Novi Sad, as in most other cities in Serbia, as a consequence of rapid post-war rebuilding and reconstruction of the country as well as accelerated urbanization, one of the most important elements of urban morphology – public square is mainly ignored and neglected. This policy continued to this day and therefore squares in Novi Sad are usually deprived of identity, core values and characteristics, and for many years represent transit non-places separated from city life. In this way, Novi Sad inevitably loses its best features so typical for the city and urban lifestyle, which are firstly manifested in the public space where communication takes place. The aim of this paper will be directed towards the affirmation of (unused) opportunities and potentials of The Galleries Square in Novi Sad, with a desire to contribute to the articulation of a vision of what this urban space should and could possibly become. As well as a significant number of other open public spaces in Novi Sad, The Galleries Square has been transformed into the traffic area, and consequently important public buildings that are surrounding it, can’t correlate with it. The Galleries Square, whose physical structure is formed by three museum objects, is only used as a parking space, and such neglection of its primary and most important function, had multiple negative impacts on the museums. Although The Galleries Square has been cancelled and disputed as the place where the urban way of life unfolds, its unique urban and program context opens up the possibility for its activation, which would result in the presence and active participation of citizens in the everyday life of the museums and vice versa. The urban environment can, in various ways, generate and encourage inventiveness and creativity, and by using different means and methods, public spaces of cities are transformed into polygons for artistic actions and interventions. The Galleries Square is identified as a public space of Novi Sad, which represents a potential, i.e. a logical place for artistic activities, and the re-appropriation of this city space would signify an important step towards the conquest of space in culture and society.
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CONNECTING CENTRE OF BELGRADE WITH DANUBE AND SAVA RIVERFRONTS: TO INCREASE ATTRACTIVENNES
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PhD student / Post doctor
Department of Urbanism, Faculty of Architecture, University of Belgrade, Serbia
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Although Belgrade is set on a confluence of the two rivers, its riverfronts have never been an integral part of the city, because of the barriers between historical urban core and the waterfronts. In the last decade, these areas have been in the focus because of its potentials for becoming one of the most attractive and important urban ambient, recognized by users and urban city planners. One of the main objectives of the Master plan of Belgrade 2021 is regeneration of neglected waterfronts. In this research methods for inclusion of Sava riverfronts into everyday urban life of its users was established, through analysis of quality and intensity of open public spaces and possibility for improving the network of pedestrians. The area called: Kosančićev venac has been chosen as a case study, because of its potential to be developed as an important connection between these two sites, and its values regarding culture, tradition and identity. Methods used for background research were mainly methods of observation and content analysis of existing literature, strategies, studies, Master plans and detailed regulation planning. In accordance with nature of this research and overall participatory approach, main research methods include direct surveying of selected stakeholders developed through interviews and questionnaires, as well as the method of mapping users on social maps (using different social networks). Two main groups of users were included in this research: residents of this area, and visitors (citizens and tourists). The aim of this paper was to identify main problems and potentials from the users perspective, and to measure the intensity of pedestrian movement and concentrations of users in open public spaces. Furthermore, the results were presented in a form of SWOT analysis showing main obstacles and physical and functional barriers, but also strengths and of open public spaces and pedestrian network. Finally, this paper could serve as a knowledge base for developing future strategies containing unique and specific guidelines for revival, activation and inclusion of riverfront area, by overcoming identified problems, and improving existing potentials in order for city waterfronts to live up to their full potential.
Although Belgrade is set on a confluence of the two rivers, its riverfronts have never been an integral part of the city, because of the barriers between historical urban core and the waterfronts. In the last decade, these areas have been in the focus because of its potentials for becoming one of the most attractive and important urban ambient, recognized by users and urban city planners. One of the main objectives of the Master plan of Belgrade 2021 is regeneration of neglected waterfronts. In this research methods for inclusion of Sava riverfronts into every day urban life of its users was established, through analysis of quality and intensity of open public spaces and possibility for improving the network of pedestrians. The area called: Kosančićev venac has been chosen as a case study, because of its potential to be developed as an important connection between these two sites, and its values regarding culture, tradition and identity. Methods used for background research were mainly methods of observation and content analysis of existing literature, strategies, studies, Master plans and detailed regulation planning. In accordance with nature of this research and overall participatory approach, main research methods include direct surveying of selected stakeholders developed through interviews and questionnaires, as well as the method of mapping users on social maps (using different social networks). Two main groups of users were included in this research: residents of this area, and visitors (citizens and tourists). The aim of this paper was to identify main problems and potentials from the users perspective, and to measure the intensity of pedestrian movement and concentrations of users in open public spaces. Furthermore, the results were presented in a form of SWOT analysis showing main obstacles and physical and functional barriers, but also strengths and of open public spaces and pedestrian network. Finally, this paper could serve as a knowledge base for developing future strategies containing unique and specific guidelines for revival, activation and inclusion of riverfront area, by overcoming identified problems, and improving existing potentials in order for city waterfronts to live up to their full potential.
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Jelena Marić (born in 1989) is PHD student and Teaching Assistant at Faculty of Architecture, University of Belgrade, Department of Urban Planning and Urban Design. Her field of interest and professional research is focused on urban design and planning, with the focus on open public space, healthcare spaces, and urban renewal. As a co-author she has numerous articles and chapters in international and national scientific journals and proceedings regarding aforementioned topics.

Professor: Dr. Aleksandra Đukić is Associate Professor at Faculty of Architecture, University of Belgrade, Department of Urban Planning and Urban Design. Her field of professional activities and research is directed on urban design and planning, urban morphology and urban renewal. She has published 4 monographies, more than 150 articles and chapters in international and national scientific journals, books and proceedings focusing on the problems of identity of urban pattern, quality of public space, urban regeneration and climate change. She has received numerous awards in international architectural and urban competitions, awards in urban practice and two rewards for the best paper at International congress.
This paper will be an attempt to create a correlation between notions of heritage and modernist architecture in the contemporary Ukrainian context, and to inscribe them into the wider discourse. In aspiration to create equal housing conditions for everyone, governments of most of European countries treated modernist architecture as a tool. Even though in most of cases post-war residential developments didn’t perform in the way they were intended, ideological background had a great impact on the way how they have been developing. Mass housing estates with similar morphologies transform according to different scenarios depending on contexts, they are in. In this respect the following question arises: could the notion of heritage also vary from case to case depending on context? Some of modernism ideologists treated modernist architecture as temporary, and such that should be substituted if outdated. Additionally, K. Snopek introduces the notion of ‘intangible heritage’ that is layered on the material structure of modernist district. Following these facts another question arises: what should be preserved? But in opposition to most of other European countries, where modernist mass housing faces some social problems or are stigmatized, such urban developments in Ukraine are socially integrated into the cities, and in many cases are actively developing. The discourse regarding the mass housing just started being constructed, and it deals mainly with some functional problems or has descriptive charterer. This paper will be an attempt to draft out some very general ideas about creating approaches to modernist developments, illustrated by the examples from biggest post-war housing development in the city of Lviv – Sykhiv district, construction of which started in the end of 1970s. Modernist mass housing landscape is not heterogeneous in terms of ideology and functionality, therefore it is suggested to distinguish a few categories and scales of the built environment that might need specific approach to understanding and preservation: (1) Monumental art as a part of an architectural space, (2) Public buildings and structures: (3) Mass housing landscapes. Non-material values of modernist cityscapes are crucial: they could become a reason for preservation or an obstacle in this aspiration. Considering non-material values, it is possible to point out further two: an intellectual legacy as a set of the principles of the modernist architecture; cultural and social legacy. Nevertheless, the case with Sykhiv shows a possibility of the post-socialist landscape for active development, along with facing many “post-” complications.
Nevertheless, legacy as a set of aspirations.

Cityscapes in terms of ideology and material structure of modernist district. Following these facts another question arises: what makes these buildings matter and need preservation:

- Some of them – as a participant of the interdisciplinary initiative Group 109, it is possible to point out further two: an intellectual and an obstacle in this respect the following question arises: could the notion of heritage be treated as a part of an architectural space.
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Research interest: identity in architecture, post-war mass housing estates in Europe, visual representations. Took part in a few participatory planning projects of the public spaces in Lviv. Some of them – as a participant of the interdisciplinary initiative Group 109.
In Wroclaw, as well as in other Polish cities, post war buildings are a significant part of the existing urban space. Its modernization creates specific problems in the field of residential buildings, both multi-family and single-family. The subject of the studies covers examples of low and dense residential architecture from Wroclaw in Poland, focusing on on single family buildings, presenting interesting urban projects of clustered low - rise types of architecture form 60's - 80's 20th century period. At the beginning of the 60s in Poland single family architecture was meant to be the second force in housing governmental policy. This type of residential architecture has started to be more popular since 1957 when one of the first legislation regulations concerning individual building has occurred. It has regulated and helped to obtain credits from the government for house construction. In effect next decades has brought big developed and intensification of single family complexes in whole Poland, creating different varieties of dense and low urban spaces. The article will bring analyse and description of chosen, Wroclaw settlements and also will present its current state. Author will show deformities of the original project and other consequences of uncontrolled extensions and modernizing. Numerous transformations of the volume of the houses has irreversibly changed the character of those settlements. House owners often fail to realize that the potential and the full value of their estates are in the whole urban complex, which shows the full attractiveness of the architecture and urban planning. The article will present five different post-war single family house settlements in Wroclaw realised by collaboration with workplace housing association: - settlement ‘Cuprum’ Wojszyce at Skibowa street in Wroclaw, realised by copper research and design center ‘Cuprum’ for its employees, - house colony ‘Osiedle Młodych’ (Youth’s Settlement), located at Morelowskiego i Trentowskiego street at Oporów, designed by the commission of Youth Cooperative Association Assistance in Residential Construction, mainly gathering the employees of Wroclaw University of Technology, -row house colony at Tapicerska street, realised by Building Cooperative of Single Family House Association ‘Politechnika’ at Wroclaw, - atrial houses at Nabielska street and the biggest complex of single family houses in Wroclaw called ‘Budowaleni’ at Ołtaszyn district. Each of presented complex has its individual character and interesting urban plan.
In Wroclaw, as well as in other Polish cities, post war buildings are a significant part of the existing urban space. Its modernization creates specific problems in the field of residential buildings, both multi- and single-family. The subject of the studies covers examples of low and dense residential architecture from Wroclaw in Poland, focusing on single family buildings, presenting interesting urban projects of clustered low-rise types of architecture from the 60's-80's 20th century period. At the beginning of the 60s in Poland single family architecture was meant to be the second force in housing governmental policy. This type of residential architecture has started to be more popular since 1957 when one of the first legislation regulations concerning individual building has occurred. It has regulated and helped to obtain credits from the government for house construction. In effect next decades has brought big developed and intensification of single family complexes in whole Poland, creating different varieties of dense and low urban spaces.

The article will bring analysis and description of chosen, Wroclaw settlements and also will present its current state. Author will show deformities of the original project and other consequences of uncontrolled extensions and modernizing. Numerous transformations of the volume of the houses has irreversibly changed the character of those settlements. House owners often fail to realize that the potential and the full value of their estates are in the whole urban complex, which shows the full attractiveness of the architecture and urban planning.

The article will present five different post-war single family house settlements in Wroclaw realized by collaboration with workplace housing association:  
- settlement 'Cuprum' Wojszyce at Skibowa street in Wroclaw, realised by copper research and design center 'Cuprum' for its employees,  
- house colony 'Osiedle Młodych' (Youth’s Settlement), located at Morelowskiego i Trentowskiego street at Oporów, designed by the commission of Youth Cooperative Association Assistance in Residential Construction, mainly gathering the employees of Wroclaw University of Technology,  
- row house colony at Tapicerska street, realised by Building Cooperative of Single Family House Association 'Politechnika' at Wroclaw,  
- atrial houses at Nabielaka street and the biggest complex of single family houses in Wroclaw called 'Budowaleni' at Ołężyn district. Each of presented complex has its individual character and interesting urban plan.
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Public housing neighbourhoods with a collective dwelling units were built in the second half of the twentieth century all over the world. The concept of the neighbourhood unit as a method of planning and design of the housing estates have produced in different environments different effects on quality of life, but related social problems as well. The paper will present the analytical tool for analysing the configurations of public open spaces within public housing neighbourhoods which is defined in the form of a universally applicable typology. This typology is based on spatial and sociological theories about relations between spatial form and social processes, mainly on application of space syntax theory. The main purpose of the typology is to measure the capacity of urban structure and architecture of the neighbourhoods to support the patterns of collective use of public open spaces. Also, the purpose is to overcome the analysis of public open spaces from the perspective of fixed morphological categories and enable their observation inside dynamic relation between local and global layouts as a crucial generator of neighbourhood liveability. Application of proposed typology is carried out on one representative modern neighbourhood with collective dwelling units in Banja Luka (Bosnia and Herzegovina). Typology examines the connection between public open spaces themselves and indoor and outdoor spaces as the main spatial criteria for supporting the co-presence and spontaneous surveillance. Configurational analysis of the neighbourhood is then compared to the results of field research about territorial practices of residents and it showed that assumed characteristics of urban form, such as distance between the street and building entrances, number of entrances related to the size of open area and building interface characteristics are relevant in the context of territorial complexity of neighbourhood. Proposed typology can be used as an additional analytic tool in process of urban regeneration of public housing neighbourhoods and intuitive urban design of public spaces, for testing the weak points of urban and architectural form in the context of sociability and social behaviour.
CONFIGURATIONAL APPROACH TO REVITALISATION OF PUBLIC LIFE IN MASS HOUSING NEIGHBOURHOODS
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Public housing neighbourhoods with a collective dwelling units were built in the second half of the twentieth century all over the world. The concept of the neighbourhood unit as a method of planning and design of the housing estates have produced in different environments different effects on quality of life, but related social problems as well. The paper will present the analytical tool for analysing the configurations of public open spaces within public housing neighbourhoods which is defined in the form of a universally applicable typology. This typology is based on spatial and sociological theories about relations between spatial form and social processes, mainly on application of space syntax theory. The main purpose of the typology is to measure the capacity of urban structure and architecture of the neighbourhoods to support the patterns of collective use of public open spaces. Also, the purpose is to overcome the analysis of public open spaces from the perspective of fixed morphological categories and enable their observation inside dynamic relation between local and global layouts as a crucial generator of neighbourhood liveability. Application of proposed typology is carried out on one representative modern neighbourhood with collective dwelling units in Banja Luka (Bosnia and Herzegovina). Typology examines the connection between public open spaces themselves and indoor and outdoor spaces as the main spatial criteria for supporting the co-presence and spontaneous surveillance. Configurational analysis of the neighbourhood is then compared to the results of field research about territorial practices of residents and it showed that assumed characteristics of urban form, such as distance between the street and building entrances, number of entrances related to the size of open area and building interface characteristics are relevant in the context of territorial complexity of neighbourhood. Proposed typology can be used as an additional analytic tool in processes of urban regeneration of public housing neighbourhoods and intuitive urban design of public spaces, for testing the weak points of urban and architectural form in the context of sociability and social behaviour.
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Activities performed within open spaces in socialist cities were regulated, organized or tolerated by authorities. After 1989/1991 those areas started to be redefined. Places for common usage without any specific content started to be filled with variety of elements and meanings. This process became extremely vibrant within uniform urban environment, which was centrally designed. During the transformational period of 1990s, severe economic conditions, and establishment of new system of relations between actors of spatial development, there were no resources for carrying about common places (or – in contrast – they became privatized) in post-soviet cities, so public spaces in large-scale mass housing estates became mostly neglected. They started to be perceived as the ones belonging to nobody, so either transformed into mono-functional zones (like gardens in the front of multi-storey apartment buildings or fenced areas around small trade units) or suffer from general irresponsibility and abandonment. Some of former open spaces are now used as religious sites or shopping malls. As a result, social life of mass housing estates is mainly located between consumption, entertainment, religion, and “invisible” transit zones. Public spaces could be described as places of social behaviour, encounters, and cultural exchange with four key qualities: (1) accessibility, (2) possibility to be engaged in activities around, (3) comfort as well as a good public image, and (4) sociability, therefore the ability of people to meet each other and interact there (Project for Public Spaces, 2009). The difference between socialist and post-socialist places for common usage might be explained with other types of social bonds behind them, variation in their sustainability, and number of possibilities to use the place for your own purposes. As a primarily case for studying the process of transformation of places for community I use Sykhiv, the biggest residential area in Lviv. It was centrally designed in the late 1970s using the concept of micro-district, prefabricated panel blocks, and standard decisions about public spaces. After 1989-1991 such planned districts entered the process of still-lasting reinterpretation according to new social conditions, expectations and visions of the future. What spaces of Sykhiv are perceived by people as public ones: envisioned from the very beginning at the level of planning, constructed after 1991, or constantly reinvented and recreated? How do people define the qualities of such spaces? What activities support their existence? To answer these questions, I will use different sociological data: in-depth interviews with inhabitants, results of surveys, unobtrusive observation, and visual materials. With my research I would like to delineate the process of reassembling of both material environment and social life in large-scale mass housing areas.
Activities performed within open spaces in socialist cities were regulated, organized or tolerated by authorities. After 1989/1991 those areas started to be redefined. Places for common usage without any specific content started to be filled with variety of elements and meanings. This process became extremely vibrant within uniform urban environment, which was centrally designed.

During the transformational period of 1990s, severe economic conditions, and establishment of new system of relations between actors of spatial development, there were no resources for carrying about common places (or–in contrast–they became privatized) in post-soviet cities, so public spaces in large-scale mass housing estates became mostly neglected. They started to be perceived as the ones belonging to nobody, so either transformed into mono-functional zones (like gardens in the front of multi-storey apartment buildings or fenced areas around small trade units) or suffer from general irresponsibility and abandonment. Some of former open spaces are now used as religious sites or shopping malls. As a result, social life of mass housing estates is mainly located between consumption, entertainment, religion, and “invisible” transit zones.

Public spaces could be described as places of social behaviour, encounters, and cultural exchange with four key qualities: (1) accessibility, (2) possibility to be engaged in activities around, (3) comfort as well as a good public image, and (4) sociability, therefore the ability of people to meet each other and interact there (Project for Public Spaces, 2009). The difference between socialist and post-socialist places for common usage might be explained with other types of social bonds behind them, variation in their sustainability, and number of possibilities to use the place for your own purposes. As a primarily case for studying the process of transformation of places for community I use Sykhiv, the biggest residential area in Lviv. It was centrally designed in the late 1970s using the concept of micro-district, prefabricated panel blocks, and standard decisions about public spaces. After 1989-1991 such planned districts entered the process of still-lasting reinterpretation according to new social conditions, expectations and visions of the future.

What spaces of Sykhiv are perceived by people as public ones: envisioned from the very beginning at the level of planning, constructed after 1991, or constantly reinvented and recreated? How do people define the qualities of such spaces? What activities support their existence?

To answer these questions, I will use different sociological data: in-depth interviews with inhabitants, results of surveys, unobtrusive observation, and visual materials. With my research I would like to delineate the process of reassembling of both material environment and social life in large-scale mass housing areas.
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The Second World War brought extensive damage to urban areas across Croatia. In the immediate post-war period the country underwent a rapid reconstruction process, fuelled by the Yugoslav government’s desire to build a strong socialist society. Architects and planners were presented with both utilitarian and ideological imperatives: to meet the practical needs of housing and industry and, at the same time, create environments which would reflect the new political values. Unencumbered by the direct Soviet influence and Socialist Realism after Tito’s break with Stalin in 1948, the architecture community joined in the international Modern Movement and fully embraced the principles outlined in the 1943 Charter of Athens. This common narrative of post-war reconstruction in Croatia, although not exactly misleading, offers a somewhat simplified picture of contemporary discussions. Early 1950s urban plans for historic towns and cities, such as those for the centres of Zadar and Šibenik, show considerable concern with the particularities of the existing urban environments. Important starting points were the early 20th-century Central-European conservation tradition and the pre-1945 discussion on new architecture in historic Mediterranean settings. The post-war conservation professionals, empowered by the first comprehensive legislative framework, started to exert significant influence on the course of the reconstruction debate. They seized the opportunity to emphasize that built heritage was as important in the construction of the country’s socialist identity as what was being built anew. The intention of the present paper is to expound on the interplay between the Modern and Conservation Movements, their impact on the early post-war urban reconstruction in socialist Croatia, and their subsequent reception. Selected excerpts from the post-war Croatian architectural and planning discourse will illustrate a range of proposed approaches to rebuilding historic cities, which were – to a greater or lesser extent – informed by the efforts of urban conservation. Suggesting a more nuanced understanding of the historical debate, the paper aims to explore ideas that have led to the present-day appreciation of both historic and modernist environments.
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Novi Sad (Serbia) had an intensive mass housing construction in the period after the Second World War on a vast land near the Danube River. Even though the main characteristic of analysed urban area is the adjacent Danube riverbank, newly built structures designed in the line with the principles of Modern movement have lost the connection with the river due to the urban morphology of the area. Although the city was faced with serious changes in the post-socialist period, this area remained unchanged, still giving some moderate examples of efforts to bring the city to the river. This research explores the possibilities of functional and morphological changes in those neighbourhoods, with an aim to bring mass housing estates and their inhabitants closer to the Danube River. The research will be oriented towards the valorisation of specific urban qualities of Liman III and Liman IV within this large area, in order to reconsider how a post-socialist legacy at city’s waterfront can be used in the formation of new identity of the city through thoughtful reuse of urban space. The aim of the study is take advantage of observed potentials which make this part of the city suitable for the social life of its inhabitants and other citizens of Novi Sad, and to give the proposals and recommendations for its future development. New conceptualization of this urban structure along the Danube River might bring Novi Sad to the map of important tourist attractions along the river, especially having in mind its stance as the European Capital of Culture for 2021.
Novi Sad (Serbia) had an intensive mass housing construction in the period after the Second World War on a vest land near the Danube River. Even though the main characteristic of analysed urban area is the adjacent Danube riverbank, newly built structures designed in the line with the principles of Modern movement have lost the connection with the river due to the urban morphology of the area. Although the city was faced with serious changes in the post-socialist period, this area remained unchanged, still giving some moderate examples of efforts to bring the city to the river. This research explores the possibilities of functional and morphological changes in those neighbourhoods, with an aim to bring mass housing estates and theirs inhabitants closer to the Danube River. The research will be oriented towards the valorisation of specific urban qualities of Liman III and Liman IV within this large area, in order to reconsider how a post-socialist legacy at city’s water front can be used in the formation of new identity of the city through thoughtful reuse of urban space. The aim of the study is take advantage of observed potentials which make this part of the city suitable for the social life of its inhabitants and other citizens of Novi Sad, and to give the proposals and recommendations for its future development. New conceptualization of this urban structure along the Danube River might bring Novi Sad to the map of important tourist attractions along the river, especially having in mind its stance as the European Capital of Culture for 2021.
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As an effect of deindustrialization, large areas of construction land, and many industrial facilities in urban areas, are currently underused or have been altogether abandoned. On the other hand, due to urbanization and expansion of cities, most of these areas are now located on the periphery of urban areas or in the cities themselves, which resulted in creation of dilapidated complexes unfit for proper conduct of manufacturing activities. Such decrepit and underused areas, professionally referred to as brownfield sites, often take up attractive urban land and are characterized by a high level of contamination, which contributes to the generation of many economic, environmental and sociological problems. In cities of Bosnia and Herzegovina, as well as in cities throughout Central-Eastern Europe, industrial heritage sites originate mostly from the era after World War II. Even these sites represent material evidence of industrialization and urbanization in the period of existence of the SFRY, the values of 20th century industrial heritage have not been recognized as important part of cultural heritage and potentials of development have not been researched. The processes of transformation and regeneration are aimed exclusively at achieving economic and environmental goals. Very important issues referring to transformation of post-war industrial landscapes in theory and practice of urban planning are potentials and factors of transformation and strategies of transformation defined at different administrative levels. This research focuses on the main characteristics emerging from historical and geographical aspect of locations of industrial activities that can be used as factors that affect the opportunities for industrial site reuse and transformation. In order to understand the main characteristics of industrial site it is important to analyze the locational factors at the global, regional national and local level. Also, it is important to research the mutual spatial and functional relationships of various industrial activities and conditions which led to the industrial deployment, the impact of industry on the environment and other urban functions, as well as the impact on urban form and development of cities and regions. The general overview of the present status of abounded and underused industrial sites in Bosnia and Herzegovina and short analyses of their evolution is presented. The aim of this paper is not just to provide industrial geography as a theoretical and practical framework for industrial heritage research, but to emphasize the necessity of identifying and evaluating more post-war industrial buildings and sites. Exploring the locational and spatial potential of abounded industrial sites contributes to the defining sustainable strategies of regeneration and facilitates the integration of these sites into the urban area.
As an effect of deindustrialization, large areas of construction land, and many industrial facilities in urban areas, are currently underused or have been altogether abandoned. On the other hand, due to urbanization and expansion of cities, most of these areas are now located on the periphery of urban areas or in the cities themselves, which resulted in creation of dilapidated complexes unfit for proper conduct of manufacturing activities. Such decrepit and underused areas, professionally referred to as brownfield sites, often take up attractive urban land and are characterized by a high level of contamination, which contributes to the generation of many economic, environmental and sociological problems. In cities of Bosnia and Herzegovina, as well as in cities throughout Central-Eastern Europe, industrial heritage sites originate mostly from the era after World War II. Even these sites represent material evidence of industrialization and urbanization in the period of existence of the SFRY, the values of 20th century industrial heritage have not been recognized as important part of cultural heritage and potentials of development have not been researched. The processes of transformation and regeneration are aimed exclusively at achieving economic and environmental goals. Very important issues referring to transformation of post-war industrial landscapes in theory and practice of urban planning are potentials and factors of transformation and strategies of transformation defined at different administrative levels. This research focuses on the main characteristics emerging from historical and geographical aspect of locations of industrial activities that can be used as factors that affect the opportunities for industrial site reuse and transformation. In order to understand the main characteristics of industrial site it is important to analyze the locational factors at the global, regional national and local level. Also, it is important to research the mutual spatial and functional relationships of various industrial activities and conditions which led to the industrial deployment, the impact of industry on the environment and other urban functions, as well as the impact on urban form and development of cities and regions.

The general overview of the present status of abandoned and underused industrial sites in Bosnia and Herzegovina and short analyses of their evolution is presented. The aim of this paper is not just to provide industrial geography as a theoretical and practical framework for industrial heritage research, but to emphasize the necessity of identifying and evaluating more post-war industrial buildings and sites. Exploring the locational and spatial potential of abandoned industrial sites contributes to the defining sustainable strategies of regeneration and facilitates the integration of these sites into the urban area.
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It’s been almost fifty years since international architectural competition for Opera house Belgrade, which first prize project, work of Danish architects Dall & Lindhardtsen, was characterised by the jury as project transcending its era, project for the future. The new opera was not build, but was another capital building, named “Sava centar”, which became one of the largest congress, cultural and business centre in Europe. Both where project of culture, iconic objects, Sava centar as object of mass culture and Opera house as project of culture for elite. Those where years when in Europe position of culture in city development was changing, when culture and creativity become important as resource, from ‘arts-led’ regeneration concept to being a part of entrepreneurial activities in cities. In this paper will be explored and discussed chances and opportunities of Belgrade, the capital city of Serbia, to develop cultural strategies, as tool of urban development and regeneration. Cultural, creative city become in last 20 years popular strategies of urban development, they are seen as the possibility for high competitiveness and implementation of the principles of sustainable development. Concept of using culture and creativity for urbo-economic development can not be successful without community involvement, development of social networks, human resource, identity and authenticity. Belgrade is specific by it’s two major area. New Belgrade, was built as new center of than socialist Yugoslavia, during 1960'ths and 1970'ths, on the left Sava’s bank, according the principles of the Athens Charter. On the right bank of the river lie the old part of town, with traditional city matrix, planned in 19'th century. They have different urban tissue and urban landscape, but both have identity and developing potential with implementing cultural strategies. The first part of the text deals with the concept of cultural and creative cities, with an overview of the objectives, means and methodologies in those strategies. The second part is dedicated to analyse spatial and urban plans and planning ideas for Belgrade, in the context of cultural and creative strategies. The paper ends with the “hot spots” in the planning system, lack in strategies and offers recommendations for further development within the Serbia context.
It's been almost fifty years since international architectural competition for Opera house Belgrade, which first prize project, work of Danish architects Dall & Lindhardtsen, was characterised by the jury as project transcending its era, project for the future. The new opera was not build, but was another capital building, named "Sava centar", which became one of the largest congress, cultural and business centre in Europe. Both where project of culture, iconic objects, Sava centar as object of mass culture and Opera house as project of culture for elite. Those where years when in Europe position of culture in city development was changing, when culture and creativity become important as resource, from "arts-led' regeneration concept to being a part of entrepreneurial activities in cities. In this paper will be explored and discussed chances and opportunities of Belgrade, the capital city of Serbia, to develop cultural strategies, as tool of urban development and regeneration. Cultural, creative city become in last 20 years popular strategies of urban development, they are seen as the possibility for high competitiveness and implementation of the principles of sustainable development.

Concept of using culture and creativity for urban economic development can not be successful without community involvement, development of social networks, human resource, identity and authenticity. Belgrade is specific by it's two major area. New Belgrade, was built as new center of than socialist Yugoslavia, during 1960'ths and 1970'ths, on the left Sava's bank, according the principles of the Athens Charter. On the right bank of the river lie the old part of town, with traditional city matrix, planned in 19'th century. They have different urban tissue and urban landscape, but both have identity and developing potential with implementing cultural strategies. The first part of the text deals with the concept of cultural and creative cities, with an overview of the objectives, means and methodologies in those strategies. The second part is dedicated to analyse spatial and urban plans and planning ideas for Belgrade, in the context of cultural and creative strategies. The paper ends with the "hot spots" in the planning system, lack in strategies and offers recommendations for further development within the Serbia context.
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THE NATURE OF THE TOWERS. THE EVER-CHANGING CITYSCAPE IN POST-WAR HUNGARY
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After the second world war the social, political and economic circumstances had realigned the Hungarian population, generating a new form of urbanization. The phenomenon of the high-rise buildings seems to be suitable for studying and understanding these matters, as a representative of these changes. Every era has built their own verticals, the communist era of Hungary was no exception. As a result, these structures made their impact mostly in urban scale, independently of the fact of being a part of an ensemble or being a solitary of its own. The research examines the cases of nearly all the important high-rise buildings of that era in Hungary. Between the world wars Budapest chose the metropolis role models of the new-growing cities of America, beside Vienna and Paris as well. From the dawn of the world war -1939 - the competition of the new Budapest town hall is a great example to examine this matter. Nevertheless, this was a common tower-builder challenge for the dominant architects of the postwar era, as well. In the few democratic years before the 1949 communist takeover, the postwar Modernist movement had recalled their principles and examples in order to prove them on the redevelopment of the war-destroyed Budapest. They goal was to provide healthy, aesthetic and technologically advanced residence for the citizens, a place for their new life. As the tower was a proper tool for the modernists for their intention, the soviet propaganda of the early 50’s used them to turn the historically evolved cities into socialist ones, by creating a new urban silhouette, a new frame for the new life, making Moscow the main example. Behind planning axes, avenues, building ensembles and high-rising emphases the real ambition were to reorganize the urban fabric into a structure where hierarchy is unquestionable. The first results were finalized only in the middle of the 60’s. Although the idea of socialist realism had already failed by this time, and the shaping of the towers were modernist again, the main urbanistic trends behind the tower buildings was the same as in the fifties. Ideologically, the main goal remained the same: to demonstrate the advancement of the regime by introducing high emphases in the existing urban structure and to change urban silhouette in order to constantly remind people of authority. Hence as a humanizing attempt, the compensation of the vertical scale introduced the principle of the empty space -the American plaza-, and the horizontal plane, as a common solution in Europe and in Hungary, as we can see. As a result, these buildings made their impact mostly in urban scale, so the future role of these high-rise buildings has to be discussed in urban context.
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The research examines the cases of nearly all the important high-rise buildings of that era in Hungary. Between the world wars Budapest chose the metropolis role models of the new-growing cities of America, beside Vienna and Paris as well. From the dawn of the world war-1939-the competition of the new Budapest town hall is a great example to examine this matter. Nevertheless, this was a common tower-builder challenge for the dominant architects of the postwar era, as well.

In the few democratic years before the 1949 communist takeover, the postwar Modernist movement had recalled their principles and examples in order to prove them on the redevelopment of the war-destroyed Budapest. Their goal was to provide healthy, aesthetic and technologically advanced residence for the citizens, a place for their new life. As the tower was a proper tool for the modernists for their intention, the soviet propaganda of the early 50’s used them to turn the historically evolved cities into socialist ones, by creating a new urban silhouette, a new frame for the new life, making Moscow the main example. Behind planning axes, avenues, building ensembles and high-rising emphases the real ambition were to reorganize the urban fabric into a structure where hierarchy is unquestionable. The first results were finalized only in the middle of the 60’s. Although the idea of socialist realism had already failed by this time, and the shaping of the towers were modernist again, the main urbanistic trends behind the tower buildings was the same as in the fifties. Ideologically, the main goal remained the same: to demonstrate the advancement of the regime by introducing high emphases in the existing urban structure and to change urban silhouette in order to constantly remind people of authority.

Hence as a humanizing attempt, the compensation of the vertical scale introduced the principle of the empty space—the American plaza—and the horizontal plane, as a common solution in Europe and in Hungary, as we can see. As a result, these buildings made their impact mostly in urban scale, so the future role of these high-rise buildings has to be discussed in urban context.
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Gabčíkovo Waterworks - the discourse, discussion and role of spatial planners, landscape designers and architects. Its influence on the surrounding landscape and urban fabric. We focus on the controversial project of Gabčíkovo-Nagymaros Waterworks and its realized part. The period before, during and after construction. We all know the processes and story of “Gabčíkovo” from outside, but what was happening inside the planning process, specifically from the viewpoint of planners and architects of the dam? Our research is aimed at the role of the architects, urban planners and landscape designers, their discussions, ideas, discourse about city, landscape and spatial planning. Last but not least we are also interested in the impact the construction of the dam had on the city of Gabčíkovo and other settlements in the surrounding region. How did the sudden growth of citizens (workers) change the image of the city? And how did the city adjust when they left after finishing the construction? Methods, procedure, approach. We analysed historical planning documentation, project reports by the authors, interviewed the relevant planners and looked at the official and personal correspondence. We used the method described in Eco’s novel Numero Zero which we named past anticipation. Results, findings, products. The result of our research is a visual stop-motion video and ex-post design manual. Lessons learned from the process of planning an extensive landscape and urban fabric changing project could be valuable for the next generation of decision makers and planners.
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A study focused on phenomenon of Sotsgorod – socialistic city in real urban planning and architecture studies of 1930s-50s was pretty different to Nikolay Milyutin concept as he described in his eminent book (1930). So far, sotsgorod not only inherits a traditional Russian planning and social principles of so-called ‘sloboda’, but during decades became an almost universal spatial unit of contemporary city in Russia and many post-USSR countries. Back in middle of XX century, sotsgorod planning principles was a mixture of three key aspects and factors: ministry- and industry-based planning economy (including so-called combines), garden-city ideas adapted to new communal living social structure and principle of architectural ensemble in Soviet urban planning of 1930s. Most of these developments was based on modern urban planning ideas of ‘designed society’ but were covered by different architecture style ‘clothes’ in accordance to overall cultural policy in 1930-1950s. A key implementation of this principles is dated both to pre-war and first post-war decades (when it was exported abroad), both in highly-developed (like Ukraine, Belorussia, Georgia and western parts of Russia) and new ‘colonized’ areas like Urals or Siberia. It appears not only in borders of Russia but all over the continent – from Central Europe to China where such urban planning principles forms a core parts of many industrial-based settlements. It is part of now missing school (even in Russia completely replaced by an international modern planning based on Athens Charter principles) and was a part of cultural, economic and political exchange in CMEA. For architectural and urban history of many countries is still a missing part due a relatively young age and, in some cases, political context mispresenting overall appreciation of post-soviet heritage. Notwithstanding of significant environmental differences, various economic sectors and starting conditions now sotsogorod can be considered as one of the basic urban planning units (including not only spatial but also a social structure). This units form almost universal typology, bigger industrial cities contain now a few of such units, usually not forming a bigger urban fabric but nearly disconnected parts, similar to traditional division of Russian cities from medieval times. For dozens of cities is also forms a ‘historical’ core of the settlement and only in 2010s modern (constructivist and so-called post-constructivist or art-deco) architecture started to be perceived as historical and important. It raised a new questions among professionals and general public about revalorization and preservation strategies of this heritage.
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Transgas - former telemetric control center of International gas pipeline Transgas and administrative department of The Ministry of Fuel and Energy. The ensemble of buildings was built since 1965 and finished in 1978. The primary purpose was the headquarters of Prague gasworks, but the latter was accomplished with the telemetric dispatch building of the international gas pipeline and became the seat of the Ministry. It is situated in the very center of Prague, and by its overall design - unusual mixture of cultivated High-tech and machine details with the ideas of the New Brutalism - and with its special compound urban settlement, it builds up a spot of difference, but not unimpressive. Nowadays the site is going to be demolished and rebuild. Some experts appreciate¹ the outstanding architectural quality of these buildings and the rare performance of experimental tendencies in urbanism. In the contrary some others criticize it as an inappropriate relict of past era, and a blemish of historical town. Now we are facing the question, weather such approach to post-war buildings is an honest attempt to “repair the mistake” in the compact urban-grit, or if there is usual goal to gain the highest profit from each meter square of the plot, reused for the new administrative development. Or is there not even a flavor of ideological ostrakismos?

¹. After developers claimed to demolish the Transgas building, it was made even a proposal to protect it by declaring it a cultural monument. The settlement belongs to the most radical introduction of that style in former Czechoslovakia. The attempt nevertheless failed, but still the buildings are considered as an architektura icon.
The ensemble of buildings was built since 1965 and finished in 1978. The primary purpose was the headquarters of Prague gasworks, but the latter was accomplished with the telemetric dispatch building of the international gas pipeline and became the seat of the Ministry. It is situated in the very center of Prague, and by its overall design - unusual mixture of cultivated High-tech and machine details with the ideas of the New Brutalism - and with its special compound urban settlement, it builds up a spot of difference, but not unimpressive.

Nowadays the site is going to be demolished and rebuilt. Some experts appreciate the outstanding architectural quality of these buildings and the rare performance of experimental tendencies in urbanism. In the contrary some others criticize it as an inappropriate relict of past era, and a blemish of historical town.

Now we are facing the question, weather such approach to post-war buildings is an honest attempt to "repair the mistake" in the compact urban grit, or if there is usual goal to gain the highest profit from each meter square of the plot, reused for the new administrative development. Or is there not even a flavor of ideological ostrakismos?

1. After developers claimed to demolish the Transgas building, it was made even a proposal to protect it by declaring it a cultural monument. The settlement belongs to the most radical introduction of that style in former Czechoslovakia. The attempt nevertheless failed, but still the buildings are considered as an architectural icon.
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MODERN LEISURESCAPES IN EROSION: SEARCHING FOR NEW REGIONAL CONCEPTIONS ON THE BALATON DEVELOPMENT HERITAGE
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„Social origin and positions – as it is said at Lake Balaton – are left in the changing room with the clothes“. It especially concerned Lake Balaton in the 60s, where, in the spirit of consolidation after the revolution of 1956, wide range of social levels could take a rest together, while, as an even wider gap on the iron curtain, it also became the popular meeting point of the East and West German tourists. The development of Lake Balaton started in the late 50s, just at the same time with the finish of the ideological pressure of the Social Realism and legitimacy of the modern architecture, therefore, the new recreation facilities provided the possibility of inventive formal experiments in the special context of urban-rural situation with low budget and limited technical possibilities for the young generation of architects who came out after the war. The planners’ special aim was the social, environmental and practical integrity of the regional development that was reflected by the complex aesthetic concepts of the recreation facilities. Charles Polónyi, the Chief Planner of the south shore of Balaton and a member of the Team 10 presented the first results of the development as a needful “primitive” way of modern architecture at the CIAM Congress in Otterlo in 1959 and the plan won the UIA Abercrombie Prize in 1965. The subject of the paper is the development progress in the frame of the first Balaton Regional Plan (1958-1978). The study compares the initial planning idea and its late realization project (Balaton Central Development Program) after the introduction of “The New Economic System” in 1968. The paper demonstrates the constantly changing tourism policy that forced the increase of the scale of tourism and led to the differentiation of the integrated planning concept. The paper examines the recent state of the heritage. After the change of regime in 1990 the economic and political alterations led to the spread of urbanisation and resulted in the even more ambivalent appearance of the scenic framework of recreation. Analysing the legacy’s recent positions as functional and aesthetic metamorphosis in the context of new regional development projects, the paper searches for new connotations and special ways for rehabilitations. The lightsome and abstract regional modernity of the sixties was eroded by local-vernacular mixture of elements reflecting the changing interest of tourism and the transforming regional idea as both institutional and aesthetic conceptions.
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“Social origin and positions – as it is said at Lake Balaton – are left in the changing room with the clothes”. It especially concerned Lake Balaton in the 60s, where, in the spirit of consolidation after the revolution of 1956, wide range of social levels could take a rest together, while, as an even wider gap on the iron curtain, it also became the popular meeting point of the East and West German tourists.

The development of Lake Balaton started in the late 50s, just at the same time with the finish of the ideological pressure of the Social Realism and legitimacy of the modern architecture, therefore, the new recreation facilities provided the possibility of inventive formal experiments in the special context of urban-rural situation with low budget and limited technical possibilities for the young generation of architects who came out after the war. The planners’ special aim was the social, environmental and practical integrity of the regional development that was reflected by the complex aesthetic concepts of the recreation facilities.

Charles Polónyi, the Chief Planner of the south shore of Balaton and a member of the Team 10 presented the first results of the development as a needful “primitive” way of modern architecture at the CIAM Congress in Otterlo in 1959 and the plan won the UIA Abercrombie Prize in 1965.

The subject of the paper is the development progress in the frame of the first Balaton Regional Plan (1958-1978). The study compares the initial planning idea and its late realization project (Balaton Central Development Program) after the introduction of “The New Economic System” in 1968. The paper demonstrates the constantly changing tourism policy that forced the increase of the scale of tourism and led to the differentiation of the integrated planning concept.

The paper examines the recent state of the heritage. After the change of regime in 1990 the economic and political alterations led to the spread of urbanisation and resulted in the even more ambivalent appearance of the scenic framework of recreation. Analysing the legacy’s recent positions as functional and aesthetic metamorphosis in the context of new regional development projects, the paper searches for new connotations and special ways for rehabilitations. The lightsome and abstract regional modernity of the sixties was eroded by local-vernacular mixture of elements reflecting the changing interest of tourism and the transforming regional idea as both institutional and aesthetic conceptions.
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At the beginning of XX century Rzeszów was a small, meaningless county city under the govern of Austro-Hungarian Empire with population of circa 24000. After regaining independence in 1918 economic investments started. It turned out that settlement of Central Industrial Region in southern Poland (abbr. COP, from Polish Centralny Okręg Przemysłowy) was very important for future city development. Vast infrastructural investments were interrupted by World War II. They were continued in the post-war period. The city became an important centre of industry (especially aircraft engines construction). Therefore it attracted many people, that decided to settle there. Economical growth went along with demographic and administrative changes. Rzeszów became a capital of voivodeship. During 15 years it population doubled and reached almost 70 thousands in 1960. Very rapid socio-economic development led directly to changes in the city land management. Many new buildings, especially governmental were built. The education and hospitality sector development was slower. At first schools and hospitals were housed in abandoned buildings. Currently Rzeszów is a big, vibrating city in south-eastern Poland. Since 1945 it's area, due to administrative decisions, has enlarged significantly. Rzeszów has absorbed many surrounding villages that became city districts. However their landscape is changing slowly. Many of former villages still has very strong rural character, continuing traditional way of land management. They are adjacent to mass housing neighbourhoods, creating disharmony in the landscape. The aim of the research is to determine and describe changes in spatial development of Rzeszów city in years 1945-1989, during the Polish People's Republic period. The spatial scope of the research is limited by the boundaries of the municipality of Rzeszow city in 1989. Methodology of research consists of fieldwork and archival data analysis. Field work is conducted mainly as a detailed photographic record of current state of selected areas of the city. Research is based on comparative analysis of archival cartographic and iconographic data.
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Following the principles of modernism and the ideas of the so-called “socialist realism”, the post-war architects in Bulgaria introduced the synthesis of arts in architecture and in urban planning. The implementation of these ideas in the field of urban design is still visible in a large number of major public spaces in Bulgarian cities. After the Second World War, the new state authority in Bulgaria started to use the monumental art as an instrument for strengthening its influence on the wide public and due to the large use of it in the following decades, not only the number of sculptural decorations raised, but also the style and the symbols behind the urban monuments evolved in different directions. The large-scale urban monuments from that period are usually located in major public spaces – on main city squares, in urban parks or on hills overlooking the urban areas. Nowadays they still occupy important central spaces and act as city marks and create their identity although the citizens often do not share the ideas behind their symbolism, disagree with their meaning or even dislike their style. In the past two decades post-war urban monuments have become one of the most controversial elements of public spaces and represent one of the challenges that city planners and city management need to face in the forthcoming projects for renovation of these major public spaces. This paper presents an overview of the different typologies by style, location or significance of urban monuments from the post-war years and explores their urban characteristics and influence on the urban environment. Following a historical approach it summarizes the previous experience, presents a critical review of the past and current practices and underlines their relations to the context. Its aim is to provide clear, structured and helpful information for decision makers and planners dealing with public spaces and the environment of urban monuments that extends the meaning of urban design and composition.
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